
 

Substantial and Astonishing

ROBERT HUGILL listens to
sixteenth century Christmas music
sung by the Chapelle du Roi

 

The Chapelle du Roi, making their fifth appearance at the St Johns
Smith Square Christmas Festival, had two extra challenges at their 18
December 2010 concert. Not only did a heavy fall of snow in London

mean that both performers and audience had to suffer under
snowbound London transport, but the ensemble's director, Alistair
Dixon, had had an accident and was unable to conduct. In the event

both audience and ensemble managed to travel despite the snow and
Stephen Rice, director of the Brabant Ensemble, stood in for Alistair
Dixon at short notice.

The concert, entitled The Absolution of England, explored the music
written at the time of Mary Tudor's assumption of the English crown and

the resumption of Roman Catholicism as the state religion. The title of
the concert referred to the pronouncing of Absolution on England by
Mary's cousin Cardinal Pole, who was the new Archbishop of

Canterbury.

In the first half, the centre piece was Thomas Tallis' Mass Puer natus

est nobis, which uses the introit for the third Mass of Christmas as its

cantus firmus. It is tricky dating accurately the Latin church music of
composers who were active both during Henry VIII's reign and that of
Queen Mary. The music usually survives in later copies with no

indication of the first performance. That this mass was written for
Christmas 1554 is suggested by the fact that in November 1554 Mary

had announced that she was pregnant, so using the introit Puer natus

est nobis ('unto us a boy is born') would have been entirely appropriate.
Also the mass eschews the use of a high treble part which was

common in English festal music, suggesting that it was written for the
combined forces of the Chapel Royal and the Spanish chapel royal,
who were then resident in England.

The Chapelle du Roi presented the mass in a substantial and satisfying
sequence of plainchant and polyphony. The choir entered singing the

processional hymn, Salve Festa Dies, which was sung at St Paul's
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Cathedral on 27 November 1554 at the service celebrating Mary's

pregnancy. Then followed the plainchant introit, Puer natus est nobis.

The Gloria of the mass was followed by the plainchant sequence

Celeste organum hodie sonuit terra. Then Sanctus, Benedictus and

Agnus Dei from the mass, followed by the plainchant communion

sentence, Viderunt omnes. Finally Tallis' setting of the collect Suscipe

Quaeso which was probably written for the service on 12 November

1554 when Cardinal Pole pronounced the Absolution of England.

Hearing Tallis' richly textured mass like this, set against the more
austere plainchant, enabled us to appreciate Tallis' skill all the more.

This was especially true as the music was sung as a continuous forty
minute sequence, without any applause, thus giving us a taste of what
a real Tudor service would have been like.

The second half opened with Tallis' glorious votive antiphon Gaude

gloriosa Dei mater which may well have been written for Mary Tudor's
accession, the text being seen to praise both Mary the Queen and Mary

the Mother of God. This is a substantial and astonishing piece in which
vibrant six-part sections contrast with solo ensembles and reflects Tallis
harking back to the glories of early Tudor polyphony in his youth.

With Philippe de Monte's Super flumina Babylonis and William Byrd's

Quomodo cantabimus time slipped forward to the reign of Queen

Elizabeth I. Byrd and De Monte were known to each other and it is
possible that the young Byrd met De Monte when he came to England
in 1554 as part of the Spanish chapel royal. In 1583 De Monte wrote his

setting of Super flumina Babylonis and sent it to Byrd to commiserate
over the suppression of Catholics by Queen Elizabeth. Byrd responded

with Quomodo cantabimus which sets other verses from the same

psalm. Though somewhat different in style, the two make a very
satisfying pairing and give us a glimpse into the sympathetic
relationship between these two great composers. The concert finished

with Byrd back in establishment mode, with his English anthem O Lord

Let Thy Servant, which was written in dedication to Queen Elizabeth.

Chapelle du Roi used just nine singers in music which was originally
undoubtedly sung by more, but much of the music was so vividly and
strongly sung that I felt I didn't need any further singers. Also the clarity

that Chapelle du Roi's three female sopranos brought to the upper lines
was the equal of any boy's. The singers made you feel that they had
been singing this style of music all their lives and that to do so was the

most natural thing in the world. Line is obviously important in the
ensemble, each voice contributing to the whole but remaining distinct,
rather than all voices being blended into bland homogeneity. There

were some surprisingly muscular and vigorous moments, contrasting
with some fine solo singing.

Stephen Rice directed with confidence, giving no hint that he was a last

minute stand-in performing a programme of another's choosing. The
singers responded to his direction and gave us an enthralling and
entirely unhackneyed celebration of Christmas.
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